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Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field K. Set 
I,(H*) = (“Y E H* j YX = (11, ljx, for all y  E H*}. 
M. E. Sweedler says in his book [l, page 1071, “I do not know if dimI, 
can assume other values than zero or one.” We point out that this problem 
can be solved as an easy application of the work [2], when His cocommutative. 
Recall that I,(H*) is one dimensional if H is finite dimensional [l]. 
THEOREWI 1. If H is a cocomnzzctative Hopf akebra, then dim It(H*) < 1. 
Proof. Let “2” denote the left H*-module action on H. Using the relation 
(yx,h) = (y,r-kj V/x, y  E H*, ‘dh E H, 
we have I,(H*) = (x E H* 1 x - h = 1(x, h) for all h E H). R being the 
algebraic closure of K, let HE = k Or H be the Hopf algebra over R obtained 
from H by extending scalars. The last identity shows immediately 
I,(H*) C I,(Hfi”). 
We have only to show dim,$,(HEX) < 1. In other words, we can assume that k 
is algebraically closed. But then H is pointed, so we have H = @QEG(H) HQ, 
where HQ is the irreducible component containing g and G(H) is the set of 
group-like elements of H. Hence Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following 
more precise 
THEOREM 2. Assume that H = egEGcH) Hg, H1 is cocommutative and k 
is perfect. 
If Hl is $nite dimensional, then I,(H*) is one dimensional. 
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If HI is infilzite dinzensional, then Iz(H*) is zero. In both CUSPS, we have 
I,(H’) = I,r(H*) = Iz(Hl*). 
Proof. Take an element x E Iz(H*). Then 
x-H”= l(x,Hg\ /a 
But the left side is contained in Hg and the right side in HI. Hence if g # 1, 
then (x, Hg) = 0. It follows that f,(W) = I,(Hl*). The problem reduces 
to the case H = HI. It is enough to prove the 
THEOREM 3. Let H be a cocomnzutative and irreducible Hopf algebra over 
a perfert$eld k. I f  Iz(H*) # 0, then H is finite dimensional, 
To prove this theorem, we use the results of [2]. Set 
L = P(H) = {h E H / d(h) = 1 @ h + h @ r}. 
Case k is qf characteristic p > 0. There is a unique l/p-linear Hopf algebra 
morphism r/’ : H -+ H such that 
(a, V(h)> = (up, h)l/p Vu E H*, VhgH. 
Let L,, = L n I’“(H), TZ = 0, l,... . 
THEOREM 4 [2]. 1 EL, if and only ;f  theye exist a ( p@l - 1) sequence 
qf divided powers lying over 2. 
(Sweedler asserts this result including the case n = co. But in his proof, 
he uses the fact (& V”(H))’ = un V(H)“. We do not know the proof of 
this fact.) 
Fix 0 < ~z < co. Let {Zr}rEGO beabasisforL,=LandletG,3GG,3...3G,z, 
where (E,},,oi is a basis for Li , i = 0, I,..., n. Since n is finite, such a basis 
always exists. For Y E G, let 0 < (Y) < n be maximal such that Y E G(r) . 
Let (it.)o~icp~r-,+~ be a sequence of divided powers lying over I, . Suppose G, 
is totally ordered. Put 
= /e = W>>,EG, 1 0 < e(r) < p(r)+l integer and 1 e / = c e(r) < m 
For e E &c, [O,p@)+l) let I” = JjrEGO e’r)l,. be the ordered product of 
(e(“IT>. Then a more precise and general form of Theorem 3 in [2] is 
THEOREM 5 [2]. Let k b e er ec o c aracteristic p > 0 and H be a M- p f  t f  h 
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commutative and irreducible Hopf algebra over k. For any fixed n < CX), take 
a basis (l,.}TEGO for L, = L and G,, 3 ... 3 G, as above. Let (H,} be the coradical 
filtration of H. Then fey each m < pa+‘, (Ze / e E OrEGo [0, p@)+l), / e j < m> 
form a basis for H,,L . 
Case k is of characteristic zero. Let (Z,.)r.EC be a basis for L. Suppose G is 
totally ordered. Let (“I,.}, Gi io) be a sequence of divided powers lying over 1, . 
Put 
@N=[e= (44.,G I 0 G 4~) < 
G 
co integer and / e ( = C e(r) < co/. 
For e E @o N, let I” = &o e(‘)Z, be the ordered product of (ecrfZr) in H. 
THEOREM 6 [2]. Let k be of characteristic 0 and H be a cocommutatiDe and 
irreducible Hopf algebra over k. Take a basis {lrjrcC for L. Let {H,} be the 
coradical j&ration of H. Then for any m < 03, (P 1 e E & N, 1 e 1 < m} form 
a basis for H, . 
Now let us begin the proof of Theorem 3. 
Case k is of characteristic p > 0. Take n < co and G,, 1 ... 1 G, as in 
Theorem 5. We claim the following statement. 
I f  G, is an infinite set or G, is not empty, then (I,(H*), Ha”+~& = 0. 
Indeed we have AZ” = &is=e I/ @ 19 for any e E &-.cO [0, p(r)+l). Take 
g E CiJrsGO [0, ptT)+l) such that I g I < p n+l - 2. By hypothesis, there exists 
f  # 0 such that f  + g E OrEGO [O,pcr)+l) and j f  + g j < p”+l - 1. I f  
x EI~(H*), then we have 
(x, li+g)l = X - lf+g = Ef(x, 1”) + ... . 
So (I, I”) = 0 and it follows (Iz(H*), H,,+l-& = 0. Now if I,(H*) f  0, 
then there exists IE < CL) such that (Iz(H*), H,,+I-,j # 0. Hence for such n, 
G, is finite and G, is empty. But then for any n’ 3 n, {Zr}rEG, and 
Go = 
.e. 1 G,?? z . . .  = G,, ,  = 0 
satisfy the condition described in Theorem 5. So HD,,,+~-l = H,,+Q . Hence 
H = H,,+l-l is finite dimensional. 
Case k is of characteristic 0. We can prove similarly that if G is not empty, 
then I,(H*) = 0. Hence if I,(H*) f  0, then H is one dimensional. 
Remark. We have no use of antipodes in proving Theorems 1-3. So these 
theorems are also valid when His a bialgebra. 
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